REGULATING ROBO ADVICE
ACROSS THE FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY

Tom Baker & Benedict Dellaert

With the growth of investment robo-advisors, web-based insurance exchanges, on-line comparison sites for banking services, and automated personal financial management services, it is time to assess how regulatory authorities should respond, especially when that automation extends to helping consumers decide which products to buy. This assessment is a pressing need for the financial services authorities themselves, but it is also an opportunity to explore the challenges and opportunities that automated advice presents more broadly. This opportunity arises from the fact that financial services regulators already have substantial legal authority, well-developed economic and historical justifications to guide their actions, and a diversity of regulatory tools to employ. Thus, automated consumer financial product advice provides a good case study as automation extends into consumer markets. Not everything that we can learn from this case study will also apply to automated advice about cars, homes, and vacations, for example, but there are similar opportunities to take advantage of consumers in these and other markets for complex goods and services.

In the popular press, a robo advisor is an automated investment service, most likely based in San Francisco, which competes with financial advisors by claiming to offer equally good (if not better) advice and service at a lower price. Similar services are also emerging in other
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sectors of the financial services industry, most significantly in insurance, but also in consumer credit.5 We use the terms “robo advice” and “robo advisor” more broadly to apply to all of these automated product matching and ranking services. The investment-focused robo advisors have drawn the most attention from regulators,6 but the promises and regulatory concerns raised by investment robo advisors also apply to their insurance and banking counterparts.7 Because of the scale that automation makes possible, robo advisors have the potential to provide quality financial advice to more people at lower cost than humans,8 and to do so with greater transparency.9

Of course, the fact that this potential exists hardly guarantees that it will be realized. 

People design, model, program, implement, and market robo advisors, and many robo advisors operate behind the scenes, assisting people who interact with clients and customers. The history of people taking advantage of consumers in the financial services industry is not a pretty one.10

---


5 Insurance robo advisors include Healthcare.gov (health insurance) and Coverhound.com (auto and homeowners insurance). While we have not found any true robo advisors in the banking context, Zillow’s mortgage comparison tools and NerdWallet’s credit card comparison tools are a step in that direction.


9 See Part III, infra. See Financial Conduct Authority, Financial Advice Market Review at 39 (March 2016) (encouraging UK financial services regulators to take steps to promote the development of automated financial advice to increase access to financial advice). Cf. FINRA, supra note 6 at 8-9 (listing many good governance practices for FINRA members to employ in relation to digital investment advisors). All or most of the governance practices FINRA describes could also form the basis for external evaluation.

Even setting fraud and other unsavory activities to the side, the riches to be won by those who succeed in “disrupting” the financial services industry provide more than enough incentive to rush technology to market. In addition, there are concerns that automation may entrench historical unfairness and promote a financial services monoculture with new kinds of unfairness and a greater vulnerability to catastrophic failure than the less coordinated actions of humans working without automated advice.

Thus, robo advice poses significant challenges for regulators seeking to preserve the integrity of financial markets. Along with the well-known privacy and security challenges that accompany the digitization already taking place, there are new regulatory challenges that are more specific to robo advice. These include developing the capacities to assess: the algorithms and data incorporated in the robo advisors; the choice architecture through which the advice is presented and acted upon; the information technology infrastructure; and the downside risk from the scale that automation makes possible. Developing these capacities will require financial service authorities – the paradigmatic expert administrative agencies – to invest in new kinds of expertise. Our research and experience suggests that this includes data science, computer science, behavioral economics, and psychology, but there undoubtedly are others as well.
At the same time, however, it is important not to over-react and not to set a higher bar for robo advisors than for human advisors. For now, the standard against which robo advisors should be compared is that of humans, whom we know are much less than perfect. A large body of research in diverse fields demonstrates that even simple algorithms regularly outperform humans in the kinds of tasks that robo advisors perform. 16 As we discuss in Part IIB there is ample reason to believe that the same could be true for robo advisors. Although it may be appropriate to hold robo advisors to a super-human standard someday, their market share is too small and regulators have too much to learn to do so today.

Our goal in this Essay is to open a discussion within legal and financial services scholarship that invites the participation of those with expertise in other relevant disciplines. As robo advisors grow in scale, protecting the integrity of financial markets will require the kind of cross disciplinary cooperation that regularly occurs in the domains of health and environmental regulation. The lawyers, economists, and behavioral scientists already involved in financial services regulation will need to understand enough about computer and data science to craft and apply new regulatory strategies; and the computer and data scientists at the forefront of the innovation will need to understand enough about legal structures and ways of thinking to help make the new regulatory strategies sensible.

In the body of this Essay we first identify the aspects of current financial services regulation that apply most directly to robo advice: the regulation of intermediaries such as securities brokers, insurance agents, and mortgage brokers.17 We set out the traditional goals of that regulation: promoting competence (to provide appropriate advice and associated services), honesty (of that advice and associated services), and suitability (of the financial products sold to,
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or recommended for, the specific consumer).18 We then explain why any well-designed robo advisor should meet those goals at least as well as a typical human advisor, most likely better, with the emphasis appropriately placed on the caveat, “well designed.” At the same time, however, robo advice raises new challenges for regulators, most immediately to develop the expertise to assess whether robo advisors in fact are well designed.

In beginning with these traditional goals, we have two objectives: first, to review why robo advisors are at least potentially superior to unassisted humans on these dimensions for most consumers; and, second, to create a conceptual link between these goals and the new regulatory concerns. That conceptual link supports regulators’ efforts to proceed under their existing legal authority to develop the capacities they need to address these new concerns, recognizing that they will need to operationalize this authority in new ways.19

We then identify the core technical components of robo advisors that regulators need to understand and develop procedures to assess: the algorithms and processes that generate personalized rankings of financial products for consumers; the consumer and financial product data that the algorithms ingest; the choice architecture through which that advice is delivered;

18 See Section I.B. infra. Note that this description of the three goals is a conceptual one that does not map perfectly on the diversity of financial services regulations. Cf. Howell E. Jackson, The Trilateral Dilemma in Financial Regulation, in Anna Marial Lusardi, ed., Improving the Effectiveness of Financial Education and Savings Programs (2008) (observing that “generalizations are tricky given the range of legal regimes”).

The Commission is now challenged with thinking through what it means to regulate a robo advisor. This concept did not even exist when most of the laws applicable to investment advisers were drafted. Most of these laws are based on the idea of a human investment adviser on the other end of the phone or sitting across the table from you. The lynchpin of investment adviser regulation is the fiduciary duty. The fiduciary duty in essence means that the adviser must avoid conflicts of interest and cannot take unfair advantage of a client’s trust. As Justice Cardozo noted all the way back in 1928, “A fiduciary is held to something stricter than the morals of the marketplace.”

What does a fiduciary duty even look like or mean for a robo advisor? The idea of a robotic entity that automatically generates investment advice certainly bumps up against what we would traditionally think of as a fiduciary. As this innovation gains more market share (as it seems poised to do), we should be asking whether these new robo advisors can be neatly placed within our existing laws. Or, do we need certain tweaks and revisions? Do investors using robo advisors appreciate that, for all their benefits, robo advisors will not be on the phone providing counsel if there is a market crash?

Clearly, if we want our markets to remain at the top, we need to embrace innovation. And FinTech clearly promises some exciting advances. But, we also need to be prepared to anticipate and ideally prevent problems before they arise. Remaining competitive requires both market participants and regulators to thoughtfully evolve with innovation, not react to it way after the fact.
and the associated information technology infrastructure. Our objective is to sketch the early stages of a regulatory trajectory that regulators can follow as robo advisors develop in sophistication and scale.

Our analysis is conceptual and not specific to any specific governmental agency, private regulatory organization, or ex post liability regime; nor is it specific to any sector of the financial services market. At a conceptual level, our analysis applies to most, if not all, consumer financial products (if not now, then in the future) and to all the regulators of these products in all financial services sectors. We advocate an inter-governmental, inter-agency dialog, with experts from inside and outside the financial services industry to share information, to identify ways to make the necessary human capital available to regulators, and to develop an approach to regulating robo advisors that increases the likelihood that they are honest and competent. Some agencies have taken preliminary steps to learn about robo advice as part of their larger efforts to engage with “FinTech,” but to date they have done so largely within their own regulatory silos and within their own countries.20 There is no formal inter-agency coordination in the U.S., only modest informal efforts; and international coordination is even less well developed.21

In concluding, we explore steps that authorities might take beyond demanding a minimum level of competence and honesty. We present some provisional ideas about how financial services regulation could facilitate quality-based competition and diversity among robo advisors, so that the performance of intermediaries who use robo advisors increasingly exceeds that of their unassisted competitors. In addition, as regulators gain confidence in their capacity to assess, monitor, and hold robo advisors accountable, and as robo advisors become a major force in the market, there may be less need for direct regulation of the forms and features of consumer financial products, as long as robo advisors have access needed to the data needed to adequately

20 See, e.g. FINRA, FTC hearings, CFPB attendance at ML conferences, MA, NY, FCA supra note ___ (recommending that Regulatory Sandbox concept be extended to automated financial advice); SEC, Investor Alert: Automated Investment Tools May 8, 2015 (available at: https://www.sec.gov/oiea/investor-alerts-bulletins/autolistingtoolshtm.html); SEC FinTech Forum, November 14, 2016 (transcript available at https://www.sec.gov/spotlight/fintech/transcript-111416.pdf (we note that the SEC forum included a state government official from Vermont)).
21 The U.S. CFPB has been closely following the “Project Innovate” of the U.K. FCA, but to our knowledge there have not been systematic efforts to share information in both directions.
incorporate innovations in those forms and features into their personalized evaluation and ranking systems.

I. Robo Advisors and Financial Product Intermediary Regulation

We use the term “robo advisor” broadly to refer to an automated service that ranks, or matches consumers to, financial products on a personalized basis. Typically, these tools are provided to consumers by firms that provide related services such as selling financial products to consumers, educating consumers, and providing other customer services.22 The consumer products that could be the subject of such robo advice include: deposit accounts, home mortgages, and other forms of consumer credit from the banking sector; all of the personal lines of insurance (auto, life, disability, health, homeowners, and annuities); and, from the securities sector, mutual fund shares and other savings products regulated as securities, such as certain kinds of annuities.23

Our definition of “robo advisor” is closely aligned with what the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) calls a “digital investment advisor,” which includes automated investment analysis and recommendation services sold to traditional financial advisors.24 This broader definition includes both “hybrid robos,” which place a human interface on top of what is primarily an automated process, and automated portfolio selection and management tools sold to more traditional financial advisors who provide services that retain even more of a human touch.25 Like FINRA we mean to emphasize the continuities between the new, consumer-facing

22 Although it is more traditional in the legal literature to refer to mutual fund shares, bank accounts, and insurance policies as financial services, rather than products, people in the industry use the term “product,” and related terms like manufacturer, distributor, retailer, and designer, because those terms allow for more precise description and analysis than the broader and conceptually vague term “financial service.” See, e.g, Ernst & Young, US Fund Distribution 2014: Sea of Change on the Horizon, available at: http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/ey-the-state-of-us-fund-distribution-in-2014/$File/ey-us-fund-distribution-report.pdf at p. 3 (referring to manufacturers, distributors, and retailers of mutual funds).
23 Securities issued by operating companies are not consumer financial products in the sense in which we are using that term. If a financial product intermediary developed and mass marketed a service that created individualized securities portfolios, we would regard those portfolios as the consumer product, not the securities in the portfolios, unless consumer financial product companies started creating securities designed to be included in those portfolios.
24 FINRA, supra note 6 (dividing digital investment advice tools into two groups: “financial professional-facing” tools and “client-facing” tools).
25 See, e.g., Francis M. Kinnery, Jr. et al., Putting A Value on Your Value: Quantifying Vanguard Advisor’s Alpha, VANGUARD 4, 16 (March 2014), http://www.vanguard.com/pdf/ISGAA.pdf (noting the benefits that the Vanguard Advisor’s Alpha framework can provide for traditional financial advisors); Efi Pylarinou, SigFig Advises Hundreds of Billions and Pivots from B2C to B2B, BANK INNOVATION (Aug. 17, 2015),
automated intermediaries and the kinds of automated services that have for some time now been available to traditional intermediaries. We expand the term “robo advisor” even further, however, to include comparably automated services in the insurance and banking sectors. We do this to emphasize the technological and regulatory continuities across the financial services industry. Also, the term “robo advisor” too nicely evokes the hype and anxiety of automation to grant a monopoly on that term to the investment sector.

A. Policy justifications and regulatory objectives

In a nutshell, the primary justifications for consumer financial services regulation are: providing some absolute degree of protection for consumers regarding the safety of their financial products; protecting society from the negative consequences of the failure of financial product providers; and protecting consumers from being exploited due to their relative lack of knowledge about financial products and their dependence on the product providers they select. In addition, some financial services regulation aims to ameliorate inequality, for example by limiting the ability of insurance companies to charge prices based on risk or requiring banks to provide services within low income communities, and some financial services regulation aims to further broader political economy goals, such as anti-trust regulation, money laundering regulation, and regulations that discourage financial companies from amassing too much political power.
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26 See FINRA, supra note xx (describing history of digital investment advice); Barr, Jackson, Thahyer at 471 (automated investment services have been “used for many years by financial professional to develop a customer’s trading portfolio”); SEC Commissioner Michael S. Piwowar, Statement at Financial Technology Forum (Nov. 14, 2016) (available at https://www.sec.gov/news/statement/piwowar-statement-financial-technology-forum-111416.html) (“FinTech is frequently lauded as a disruptive force that is transforming the financial services industry.”).

27 See Howell Jackson, Regulation in a Multisected Financial Services Industry: An Exploratory Essay, 77 Wash U. L.Q. 319, 334-36 (1999) (hereinafter Jackson, Multi-Sectedored). Note that we have simplified Jackson’s framework in light of our focus on robo advisors. For example, we do not separately identify the objective of protecting consumers from a financial services provider changing its risk profile after purchase.

The financial services industry and its associated regulatory bodies are traditionally divided into three major sectors: securities, banking, and insurance.\(^{29}\) The relative importance of these policy justifications differs across these sectors. For example, banking regulation attempts to make ordinary consumer bank deposits completely safe through a combination of solvency regulation and deposit insurance,\(^ {30}\) and insurance regulation attempts to make most kinds of consumer insurance almost as completely safe through solvency regulation and guaranty funds.\(^ {31}\) By contrast, securities regulators do not attempt to make mutual funds or other securities completely safe. They focus instead on increasing the transparency of securities markets, preventing fraud, and promoting education and research that helps consumers manage investment risk.\(^ {32}\)

Financial services regulation addresses many aspects of the financial services industry, including solvency, entity organization and licensing, market conduct, and, in some cases, product approval.\(^ {33}\) The aspects of financial services regulation most likely to apply to robo advisors are those directed at consumer product intermediaries.\(^ {34}\) These regulations apply directly to the companies that create robo advisors when those companies also function as consumer product intermediaries themselves, and indirectly when they sell their robo advisor services to consumer product intermediaries.\(^ {35}\) Within the schema of the policy justifications set
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\(^{29}\) Jackson, *Multi-Sectored*, supra note xx. Jackson identifies futures trading and pensions as distinct from ordinary securities transactions. E.g., id at 362. We ignore futures trading and defined benefit pensions, and we treat defined contribution pensions as securities transactions with an employment law overlay.

\(^{30}\) Id at 20.

\(^{31}\) Note that in the insurance sector completely safe means only that the insurance company has the financial capacity to pay claims, not that the insurance company will have a perfect record in paying claims.


\(^{33}\) See generally, BARR, JACKSON, TAHYER, supra note xx.

\(^{34}\) Note that different strands of academic literature use the term “intermediary” differently. For example, in the financial services literature the term is used to refer to banks, insurance companies, and mutual fund companies. See, e.g., Jackson. By contrast, the insurance and industrial organization literatures use the term to refer to middlemen. See, e.g., Gary Giglaiser, James W. Friedman, *Middlemen as Guarantors of Quality*, 12 Int’l J. of Ind. Org. 509 (1994). We use the term to refer to middlemen and to the retail sales aspects of banks, insurance companies and mutual fund companies. For a survey of regulatory strategies directed at the retail sales and advising function, see Jackson, *Trilateral Dilemma*, supra note xx (cataloging circumstances in which consumers rely on financial advisors to recommend products or services and regulatory approaches to addressing the problem of steering based on side payments to the advisors).

\(^{35}\) See, e.g., FINRA, supra note 6.
out above, the one most relevant to intermediaries is that of protecting consumers from being taken advantage of due to their relative lack of knowledge about financial products. This justification is very important across all three major sectors of the financial services industry.

Intermediaries like securities brokers, mortgage brokers, and insurance agents and brokers have the potential to help consumers make better sense of the financial services available to them and, accordingly, to ameliorate the information imbalance between consumers and the producers of financial products. But there are significant challenges to reaching this potential. Consumers are almost as poorly equipped to identify the quality of an intermediary as they are to evaluate the quality of the financial products. For example, because they need the help of the intermediary to evaluate those products, they cannot evaluate the quality of the intermediary by evaluating the quality of the intermediary’s recommendations. Moreover, the prevailing commission-based compensation for intermediaries creates significant conflicts of interests that lead to biased advice. Finally, the diversity and complexity of financial products makes it difficult to be sufficiently expert to offer good advice, especially across the range of financial services.

Financial services regulation addresses these challenges using three main sets of regulatory tools: licensing and education requirements designed to ensure that an intermediary has at least a minimum level of competence regarding the products that the intermediary is licensed to sell; disclosure requirements and antifraud rules that require intermediaries to be honest with their customers; and standards of conduct, such as the fiduciary standard, designed to encourage intermediaries to match their customers with suitable financial services. These
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36 See, e.g., David Cummins & Neil Doherty, The Economics of Insurance Intermediaries, 73 J. RISK & INS. 359, 386 (identifying the role of insurance agents and brokers as information intermediaries in reducing adverse selection); Daniel Schwarcz & Peter Siegelman, Insurance Agents in the 21st Century: The Problem of Biased Advice, in RESEARCH HANDBOOK IN THE LAW & ECONOMICS OF INSURANCE 36, [page] (Daniel Schwarcz & Peter Siegelman eds., 2015) (reviewing research on other kinds of intermediaries, such as financial advisors).
37 Jackson, Trilateral Dilemma, supra note xx.
38 See, e.g., COUNCIL OF ECON. ADVISERS, THE EFFECTS OF CONFLICTED INVESTMENT ADVICE ON RETIREMENT SAVINGS 13, 15-16 (Feb. 2015), https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/cea_coi_report_final.pdf (identifying several ways in which conflict of interests affects the quality of advice and the subsequent investment performance); Schwarcz & Siegelman, supra note XX (describing the effect of intermediaries’ commission-based compensation);
regulatory tools already apply to robo advisors indirectly, when regulated entities provide robo advice. It is appropriate to consider whether regulators can and should apply these tools directly to robo advisors.

**B. Robo advisors: competence, honesty, and suitability**

We contend that, at least for mass-market consumer financial products, a well-designed robo advisor will outperform most humans in terms of competence and suitability, while being as honest as the most honest humans. We recognize that, by specifying that the advisor be well designed, we are stacking the deck in favor of robo advisors. At this point, our goal is simply to demonstrate why it is plausible that a robo advisor could be well designed. We will do so by working through some examples to lay the groundwork for our subsequent exploration of what is involved in assessing whether a robo advisor in fact is well-designed.

(1) **A health insurance robo advisor**

Our first example is the one with which we have the most experience: health insurance robo advisors. In this context, competence means the ability to help consumers select a health insurance plan that provides appropriate coverage at a reasonable cost as compared to the other plans that are available, taking into account such relevant considerations as the consumers’ risk aversion with regard to out of pocket payments and their preferences about qualitative differences among the plans, such as the network of health care providers and the extent of the health plans’ involvement in managing care.40

Honesty is somewhat less straightforward to define in this and other contexts. It includes making only true statements about the health plans, the intermediary’s compensation, and the education requirements); Jackson, *Multi-Sectored, supra* note --, at 344-45 (describing disclosure and anti-fraud rules); 349-51 (describing standards of conduct). Note that we simplify Jackson’s more detailed list of regulatory strategies set out in *Trilateral Dilemma*, at XX (noting that “generalizations are tricky given the range of legal regimes”). For present purposes we include price controls and prohibitions on certain conduct within the general category of standards of conduct.

40 See, e.g., Aon Retiree Health Exchange, available at: [https://retiree.aon.com/](https://retiree.aon.com/). If the company that creates the robo advisor also functions as an insurance broker, the company will also need to be competent at brokers’ other functions, such as making sure that the insurance policy is issued in a timely manner and that consumers’ ongoing customer service needs are met. These latter functions are obviously very important to consumers, but they are not part of the “robo advice” we are exploring in this essay, nor do they lie at the core of the comparative advantage of health insurance robo advisors. Accordingly, we will set them aside for present purposes.
purchase process. In addition, honesty should include accurately describing the basis for any recommendations, making any disclosures that might be needed to correct a misimpression that the advisor is considering all of the plans in the market if the advisor is not doing so, disclosing any compensation or other arrangements that might have the potential to bias the advice adverse to the consumer’s interests, and providing advice that is not in fact biased in that manner.

A well-designed health insurance robo advisor should provide advice that is superior to humans working without automated assistance in terms of both competence and honesty. A human advisor can at best offer rules of thumb based on the choice patterns that the advisor has observed or learned about. For example, an experienced broker could offer advice such as the following: when choosing among the four plans typically offered at a major U.S. university, the expensive, low-deductible, broad-network plan is the one preferred by the professors and the doctors at the university hospital; and the cheaper HMO plan is preferred by the staff and the healthy young assistant professors. Even when such rules of thumb are right on average, however, they will provide the wrong guidance for some people, and they are quite unlikely to be helpful when the choice set expands beyond a small number of options.

Health insurance robo advisors can offer richer, more personalized advice. With access to the right data and the ability to ask a few questions of the consumer, they can develop reliable predictions of the likely range of costs under all of the available plans; they can create personalized rankings that use survey data, expert assessments and other techniques to take into account both price and non-price features of the plans; they can customize these rankings based

41 In our university example, there will be some senior faculty who would be well served by a high deductible plan with an HSA or an HMO, and who would appreciate having a few thousand more dollars each year to spend on other things and there also are likely to be some staff and healthy junior faculty whose preferences for freedom to choose doctors and distaste for both deductibles and HMOs are sufficient to justify paying the higher price for the low deductible, broad network plan. See Pavel D. Atanasov & Tom Baker, Putting Health Back into Health Insurance Choice, 71 Med. Care Res. & Rev. 337 (2014),

42 BARRY SCHWARTZ, THE PARADOX OF CHOICE: WHY MORE IS LESS 2 (2004) (“[A]s the number of choices keeps growing, negative aspects of having a multitude of options begin to appear. As the number of choices grows further, the negatives escalate until we become overloaded.”)
on the risk aversion and other expressed preferences of individual consumers; and they can do all of this instantaneously with choice sets of any size.43

In terms of honesty, a robo advisor will always provide the advice that it is programmed to provide, and it can be programmed in a way that meets a demanding standard of honesty: making only true statements, disclosing the methods for providing the advice, and providing advice that takes into account only factors that are consistent with the consumer’s interests (insofar as it is possible to know those interests). Indeed, this more demanding honesty standard should be considered an aspect of what it means to be well-designed. While human advisors of course can endeavor to meet this same standard of honesty, common sense and psychological research both make it hard to imagine people always meeting that standard when they are rewarded in ways that are not fully aligned with consumer interests.44

Finally, for a robo advisor the assessment of competence and suitability go hand in hand. By definition, a competent robo advisor will only recommend suitable products. Indeed, using difficult test cases to evaluate whether a robo advisor consistently recommends suitable products is one of the ways to evaluate whether the robo advisor is well-designed. Humans are different: even competent humans make mistakes; and even competent humans can be biased or dishonest.45 Indeed, it is for this reason that financial services regulators developed suitability and other conduct standards that permit an after-the-fact assessment of whether intermediaries gave good advice.46

44 See, e.g., [JDM literature on Cognitive dissonance, motivated reasoning.]
46 Robert H. Mundheim, Professional Responsibilities of Broker-Dealers: The Suitability Doctrine, 1965 Duke. L. J. 445, 44X (1965) (noting that the suitability standard developed because educational, credentialing, and disclosure requirements were not adequate by themselves).
(2) **A home mortgage robo advisor**

Our second example is a home mortgage robo advisor. In this context, competence means the ability to help consumers select the right kind of mortgage, at the best rate available. Doing this competently requires taking into account the relevant details of the consumers’ financial situation (such as likely size and variability of household income over time, and amount and timing of other household financial obligations), risk factors associated with the kind of mortgage in question, the likely length of time before sale of the home, the consumer’s credit rating, and other factors that people with more domain expertise than we can identify. As with health insurance, helping consumers choose the best mortgage is a complicated matching problem that a well-designed algorithm could execute on a more personalized, consistently accurate basis than even a competent, honest, and unbiased human. Also as with health insurance, the assessment of competence and suitability go hand in hand, as a competent mortgage robo advisor will only recommend suitable mortgages.

In the mortgage context, honesty includes making only true statements about mortgages rates and features, the intermediary’s compensation, and anything else that is relevant to the mortgage search, application, and closing process. It should also include accurately describing the basis for any recommendations, disclosing the risks associated with taking out mortgages in

---

47 We have been unable to find any mortgage robo advisors. The closest service we have found is Zillow’s mortgage rate comparison feature, which is an advertising and lead generation tool that does not attempt to match the mortgage types to the consumer’s needs. See: [https://www.zillow.com/mortgage-rates/](https://www.zillow.com/mortgage-rates/)

48 Cf., Laurie Burlingame and Howell E. Jackson, *Kickbacks or Compensation: The Case of Yield Spread Premiums*, 12 Stan. J. L., Bus. & Fin. 289 (2007) (demonstrating that when human mortgage brokers are compensated through yield spread premiums they steer consumers to mortgages with higher interest rates than optimal for consumers). A mortgage robo advisor could be programmed to prevent this kind of mismatching.

49 If the company that creates the robo advisor also functions as a mortgage broker, it would need to be competent at making sure that the mortgage is issued in a timely manner. The full automation of that task is much more difficult – but also potentially much more valuable – than fully automating the sale of insurance primarily because of the greater risk inherent in issuing a mortgage. An insurance policy only obligates the insurer to pay costs in the future, providing insurers the opportunity to police fraud in the sales process after the fact. By contrast, a mortgage company gives the consumer the money up front in return for the consumer’s promise to repay the money in the future. Automating that process would be valuable, and potentially part of the comparative advantage of the kind of company that would create a home mortgage robo advisor. Nevertheless, we will not address it further, except to make two quick observations. First, because a mortgage issuer gives the consumer the money up front, mortgage issuers will not agree to issue mortgages on an automated basis at scale without verifying the competence of that automation. Thus, the potential need for regulatory oversight of this aspect of automation is less acute than that of the product matching function. Second the immediate beneficiaries of fully automated mortgage sales platforms are likely to be consumers with stable relationships with banks, credit cards, employers and other large institutions. Thus, full automation has the potential to raise concerns about the inequality reproducing aspects of the financial services industry.
amounts or types that will be difficult for the consumer to afford, making any common sense disclosures that might be needed to correct a misimpression that the advisor is considering all of the plans in the market if the advisor is not doing so, disclosing the existence of any compensation or other arrangements that have the potential to bias the advice in a way that is not consistent with the consumer’s interests, and providing advice that is not in fact biased in that manner. As with health insurance, a robo advisor can be programmed to meet this demanding standard of honesty, and doing so should be considered an aspect of what it means to be well-designed.

(3) An investment robo advisor

We consider investment robo advisors last, despite the fact that arguably they are the most fully developed of the financial services robo advisors currently in the market.\(^5^0\) We leave them for last because it is most obvious to us that the human advisors they are assisting or replacing need to be competent at many things other than simply matching consumers to products. By contrast, matching consumers to the relevant financial products is the core function of insurance and mortgage brokers. Thus, as consumers come to trust the speed and reliability of robo advisors’ ranking and matching algorithms and the “always on” nature of automated services, and as the logistical difficulties of automating the mortgage underwriting process are overcome, it is easy to imagine automated systems gradually replacing many of the human insurance and mortgage brokers in the consumer market, as has already happened to travel agents.\(^5^1\)

By contrast, matching consumers to financial products is just part of what a financial advisor can do for clients. A financial advisor can help people decide how much and how best to save, and, when the time comes, how much can safely be spent from those savings. Financial advisors can help clients create plans; they can set up structures and processes for implementing and sticking to plans; they can counsel clients who do not stick to the plans; and they can help

\(^5^0\) For examples of investment robo advisors see the sources listed in note 4, supra.

\(^5^1\) We distinguish between forms of insurance that, because of legal or contractual requirements, are not optional for consumers (e.g., auto and homeowners) and forms of insurance that are optional (e.g., life and disability insurance). For the latter forms of insurance, persuading people to buy them is also a core function, one that we expect will increasingly be the province of general purpose financial advisors and subject to automation through that channel.
clients adjust plans when circumstances change. Thus, for a financial advisor, competence includes the ability to help consumers decide how much they should be saving for retirement in light of relevant considerations regarding their financial situation, providing good advice about how and when to change or rebalance their investments over time, and how to manage the retirement and decumulation process, once again in light of relevant considerations regarding clients’ financial situation over time.

The fact that so many people who call themselves financial advisors focus on selling financial products that generate commissions and fees, rather than on planning and coaching, helps explain why regulators and others have focused on the incentives that can distort the matching function of financial advisors. Yet these other services can be more important than matching customers to products. For example, a financial advisor who exclusively recommends financial products that spin off high fees and commissions, but is good at getting her clients to adopt routines that allow them to live within their means and save and, consequently, to feel financially secure, may be helping her clients more than the financial advisor who scrupulously recommends optimal investments but is hopeless at helping clients to live within their means.

As existing investment robo advisors demonstrate, the product matching function can easily be automated for investors who are prepared to adopt the passive investing strategy recommended by disinterested finance researchers, as can some other aspects of investing, such as rebalancing. Relationship management and other, more difficult to model aspects of the work of financial advisors are harder to automate. Accordingly, the robo advisors with the largest and fastest growing market shares sell their services through or to human financial advisors. For example, the two largest sellers of passive investment funds in the U.S.
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52 COUNCIL OF ECON. ADVISERS, supra note XX.
54 Passive investing refers to investing in funds that attempt simply to match the performance of the class of securities to which the fund is indexed. Robo advisors typically employ algorithms to match consumers to a mix of exchange traded (index) funds based on the consumers’ age, risk tolerance, and time horizon, among other factors. Rebalancing is the process of periodically adjusting the mix of investments so that differences in the relative performance of the investments do not lead the investor’s portfolio to shift away from the preferred mix. For a description of what it would mean for an investment robo advisor to be well designed, see FINRA, supra note xx.
55 Margaret Collins & Charles Stein, The Vanguard Cyborg Takeover, BLOOMBERG (March 24, 2016), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-03-24/the-vanguard-cyborg-takeover (noting that the Vanguard Group’s hybrid robo-advisor has surpassed standalone robo-advisors); Vanguard and Schwab Hybrids Trump Pure
Vanguard and BlackRock – both now offer “hybrid robo” services that place a human relationship layer on top of a highly automated process, for which consumers pay a management fee that is somewhat higher than the fee for the fully automated robo advisors, but much less than half of the fee of traditional financial advisors.56 As robo advisors gradually replace the product matching function and other functions that are easily automated, it is possible that in the retail consumer market, financial advisors will largely replace stock brokers and that financial advisors increasingly will compete on the basis of their ability to do more of the planning and coaching aspects of their job.57 We would applaud such a result.

As in the health insurance context, there are different potential standards of honesty. At a minimum, honesty means making only true statements about the products, the advisor’s compensation, and anything else that is relevant to the products, the advice, and the purchase process. Once again, we think that honesty should also include accurately describing the basis for any recommendations, making any common sense disclosures that might be needed to correct a misimpression that the advisor is considering all of the products in the market if the advisor is not doing so, disclosing the existence of any compensation or other arrangements that might have the potential to bias the advice in a way that is not consistent with consumer’s interests, and providing advice that is not in fact biased in that manner.

II. Robo Advisors: New Regulatory Challenges

The discussion so far suggests that a well-designed robo advisor will be competent and honest, and it will recommend to a consumer only financial products that are suitable for that consumer. Of course, as we’ve emphasized, by specifying that the robo advisors will be “well
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57 Dubofsky, David, and Lyle Sussman. The changing role of the financial planner part 1: From financial analytics to coaching and life planning, 22 Journal of Financial Planning 48 (2009). See Remarks of Bo Lu, founder of BlackRock Investor Advisor at the SEC FinTech Forum 2016 at 12 (“digital allows you to scale the service model of the existing financial advisory ecosystem by taking some of the workload off of financial advisors so they can focus on the unique differentiation and unique value added in terms of coaching, relationship building with their clients”) (available at: https://www.sec.gov/spotlight/fintech/transcript-111416.pdf)
designed,” we have stacked the deck in their favor. This is not because we believe that robo advisors necessarily will be well designed. Indeed, we believe the contrary.58

While robo advisors have the potential to outperform humans in matching consumers to mass market financial products, they are not inherently immune from the misalignment of incentives that has historically affected financial product intermediaries.59 A robo advisor can be designed to ignore those incentives, but most robo advisors are developed or purchased by consumer financial product intermediaries. It would be naïve to simply assume that intermediaries will always choose the algorithms and choice architecture that are best for consumers, rather than those that are best for the intermediaries.

In our view this means that regulators should take a more active role in assessing robo advisors, increasingly so as robo advisors grow in scale. Indeed, the same returns to scale that make a robo advisor so cost-effective lead to similar returns to scale in assessing the quality of a robo advisor. An expert administrative agency is well situated to realize those returns to scale. Moreover, the potential solvency and systemic risks posed by hundreds of thousands, or even millions, of consumers choosing their financial products based on the same or similar models are sufficiently large and different in kind from those traditionally posed by consumer financial product intermediaries that some regulatory attention is justified on those grounds alone.60

The smart thing for regulators to do is to start developing the necessary capacities now, when the stakes are smaller, and when consumers are still sufficiently uncertain about robo advisors that some firms may actually welcome the legitimation that could accompany independent certification of the quality of robo advice.61 Indeed, we predict that at least some
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58 For example, our research and that of our collaborator Eric Johnson demonstrate how simple choice architecture techniques can be used to mislead consumers, especially when combined with a biased or inaccurate ranking algorithm. See Dellaert, Baker, Johnson (presenting results of experiment in which changing the order of the presentation of plans changed consumer choices). Peter A. Ubel, David A. Comerford, and Eric J. Johnson, Healthcare.gov 3.0 – Behavioral Economics and Insurance Exchanges, 372 New Eng. J. Med. 695 (2015) (presenting a results of an experiment in which switching the metals assigned to plans changed consumer choices). See also Harris Meyer, Copycat Enrollment Websites Hamper ACA Sign-up Efforts, MODERN HEALTHCARE (Oct. 25, 2016), http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20161025/NEWS/161029946/copycat-enrollment-websites-hamper-aca-sign-up-efforts.

59 See, e.g. id.; Schwartz & Siegelman, supra note XX; Fligstein & Roehrkasse, supra note XX.

60 See part xxx, infra.

61 See SEC Commissioner Stein, supra note xx (“Clearly, if we want our markets to remain at the top, we need to embrace innovation. And FinTech clearly promises some exciting advances. But, we also need to be prepared to
powerful actors in the financial services sector will decide to support such regulatory initiatives in order to be in a position to shape them in a manner that they believe is sensible, as the largest asset management company in the U.S. has already signaled that it is prepared to do.62

Toward that same end we offer two sets of conceptually framing ideas. First, based on our investigation of existing robo advisors across the three main sectors of the financial services industry, we have identified four core components of robo advisors that require distinct capacities to assess: (1) the ranking or matching algorithms and related processes, (2) the customer and financial product data to which the algorithms or other matching processes are applied, (3) the choice architecture through which the advice is delivered, and (4) the information technology infrastructure. Second, because there is so little research and analysis available to guide the regulation of robo advisors today and because the need for and corresponding returns to regulatory oversight will increase as the scale of robo advice increases, we propose a regulatory trajectory that starts by building the necessary human capital.

A. Components of Robo Advisors that Pose Regulatory Challenges

In discussing these core components of robo advisors, our goal is to provide a basic introduction and some examples of the issues that can arise in assessing competence, honesty and suitability. To make these assessments, regulatory agencies will need to develop the appropriate, domain-specific scientific and engineering expertise to go beyond our generalizations. Until they do so, robo advisors will be regulated only through their contracting partners and the application of more general legal requirements such as those governing privacy, data security, and unfair and deceptive trade practices.63 While those existing safeguards and requirements provide some protection for consumers, they are unlikely to be enough once robo advisors reach mass market scale. Even if market forces and existing safeguards somehow manage to ensure that robo advisors are honest and competent from the perspective of individual consumers, they cannot address the problems of scale. As we discuss in greater detail below, the

62 See, BLACKROCK, supra note XX.
63 Cite to HIPAA privacy provisions; a data security requirement, and the UDTPA.
problems of scale are classic collective action problems, in which the combination of individually rational actions produces a collectively irrational result.

1. Ranking or matching algorithms and processes.

An algorithm is a formula, or formal statement of rules, that guides a process.64 For robo advisors, the key algorithms are those that rank the financial products for eventual selection by consumers or, if the robo advisor makes the selection, the algorithm that matches consumers with products. Those algorithms are embodied in software code that is based on a model of how to optimize the fit between the attributes of the financial products under consideration and the attributes of the consumers who are using the robo advisor.

Traditionally, analysts and developers that create matching and ranking algorithms have an explicit, articulable model, based on ideas about which kinds of product attributes are desirable to people with which kinds of attributes. For example, an investment robo advisor might be programmed to recommend that the mix of bond and stock funds in a consumer’s retirement savings portfolio gradually shift over time so that the portfolio becomes more heavily weighted with bond funds as the consumer ages. A mortgage robo advisor might be programmed so that the ranking of the mortgages presented to a consumer is negatively correlated with the estimated risk of default for the type of mortgage. And a health insurance robo advisor might be programmed so that the ranking of health plans is a function of the total cost of the health plans (including expected out of pocket costs) for the individual consumer or a function of a set of cost and quality factors.65

Our sense is that most or all of the robo advisors presently in operation primarily use algorithms of this sort, meaning that they are designed according to a logic that can be explained and interrogated (in contrast to machine learning algorithms, which raise additional
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64 See Kroll et al, supra note 2. See also Mike Ananny, Toward an Ethics of Algorithms: Convening, Observation, Probability and Timeliness, 41 Science, Tech & Hum. Values 93, 97 (2015) (“Computer science defines an algorithm as a “description of the method by which a task is to be performed””).

65 See, e.g., Dellaert, Baker & Johnson (under review) (reporting how consumer selections changed when a leading private health insurance exchange shifted from a pure cost-based ranking to a cost/quality based ranking); Wong et al (reporting on variations in total cost calculators among different health insurance exchanges). For an example of a sophisticated health insurance robo advisor that considers both cost and quality in the U.S. context, see the Aon Retirement Exchange, which is powered by Picwell.
To assess the competence of these algorithms, some of the information that regulators could require from the consumer product intermediaries include:

- explanations of the models and the data upon which the models are based,
- with regard to the data upon which the models are based, evidence regarding the appropriateness of that data for the purpose (including the kinds of data-related problems described in relation to customer and product data below),
- explanations of the outcomes that the algorithms are seeking,
- evidence that the algorithms in fact perform in the way that they are designed (for example by requiring the robo advisor to respond to difficult test cases),
- evidence of how the creators of the robo advisor are measuring whether the algorithm is succeeding and what they are doing in response,
- explanations of what other alternatives the robo advisor creators considered and rejected, and
- other kinds of evidence and explanations that people with more specific domain knowledge can suggest.

Of course, gathering all this information is just a start. Then the regulator needs to exercise good judgment based on this evidence, informed by domain-specific expertise.

To assess the honesty of the algorithms, regulators will need to review for accuracy the descriptions of the algorithms provided to consumers as compared to the information about the algorithms provided to the regulators (including the output of the algorithms when run through
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66 In many other areas, and even for some aspects of some robo advisors today, software developers use “machine learning” algorithms, which are quite different. Machine learning algorithms are created by software programs that search for patterns in “big data.” Algorithms created by machine learning programs identify predictive, not causal, relationships between variables, and they are often not intelligible to humans, including their creators. Thus they present a greater challenge to transparency than the kinds of algorithms we describe in the main text. See generally Cary Coglianese & David Lehr, Regulating by Robot: Administrative Decision-Making in the Machine-Learning Era, GEO. L. J. (forthcoming 2016) (exploring whether administrative law restricts government agencies from using machine learning algorithms). For an example of a health insurance robo advisor using machine learning techniques to build a component of the model, see Picwell, How We Do What We Do (explaining that Picwell uses health insurance claims data and machine learning techniques to identify the “people like me” aspect of the Picwell cost prediction algorithm).

67 See, e.g., FINRA, supra note 6. We have been unable to find any examples of banking or insurance regulators producing similar reports or guidance.
test cases); and they will need demonstrations that the algorithms do not take into account—
directly or indirectly—factors that would bias the outcomes in a way that is harmful for consumers. For example, it would be improper for a matching algorithm to take into account either the size of the commission paid to the financial product intermediary or a proxy for that commission. Indeed, the fact that it is possible to prevent algorithms from taking such factors into account represents a significant improvement over a human-based system, as it has been notoriously difficult to police the practice of steering clients and customers to the products that provide the best benefits to the intermediaries, not to the customers.68

In the securities context, the 2016 FINRA report on digital investment advice provides more detailed, domain specific descriptions of “effective practices” for FINRA-registered firms to use to assess the algorithms in investment robo advisors.69 These practices could provide the basis for the development of disclosure requirements, and it is likely that parties who believe that they have been injured by robo advisors will attempt to use these practices as standards of conduct in the litigation context. This is the kind of early effort that would be appropriate for the National Association of Insurance Commissioners, or one of the active state insurance departments, to take in the context of the emerging insurance web brokers that employ simple recommendation tools and that Consumer Financial Protection Bureau should consider taking in the context of the emerging on line tools for comparing mortgages and credit cards.

2. Customer and product data.

A high-quality ranking or matching algorithm will guide consumers to high-quality decisions only in combination with adequate data of two types: (1) the relevant attributes of the products in the set under consideration, which set must include adequate representation of the variety of potentially suitable products available in the market, and (2) the relevant attributes of

68 In our experience studying and working in and around the financial services industry for decades, we have yet to meet anyone in the industry who believes that human consumer product intermediaries compensated on commission are consistently able to resist steering their customers to products that pay higher commissions. For research on this topic see, Schwarcz & Siegelman, supra note XX; Mullainathan et al., supra note XX. Cf., COUNCIL OF ECON. ADVISERS, supra note XX.
69 See FINRA, supra note 6 at 3-6. It is interesting to observe the degree of variation in the investment algorithms employed by the (anonymous) firms that FINRA used as the basis for the report.
the consumers for whom the algorithm is ranking or matching the products. There are two distinct categories of problems related to both of these data types: access and quality.

Data Access. With the notable exception of publicly traded securities\(^{70}\) and some types of health insurance,\(^{71}\) there are no public repositories that provide detailed financial product attribute data that a robo advisor can access, even at a cost. Absent robustly enforced legal requirements obligating product suppliers to provide such data to public repositories, robo advisors’ only source of financial product data is from the product suppliers (or their agents). These suppliers may be reluctant to provide it for any number of reasons. A supplier may not maintain electronic records of their products that include all of the attributes employed in the robo advisors’ algorithms; the supplier may update the price or other attributes of its products more frequently and dynamically than the robo advisor is able to accommodate; a supplier may believe that its product data records contain valuable proprietary pricing or underwriting information that cannot be trusted with the robo advisor; a supplier may believe that its products will not show well in comparison to other products; or a supplier may not wish to sell their products through the channels served by the robo advisor. Undoubtedly there are other good business reasons why a supplier would be reluctant to provide data. Even if suppliers are obligated to provide some information about their products to regulators, the data may not be adequate for robo advisors because of problems such as: the regulator may not make the data publicly available, the data may not be in machine readable form, the data may not include all of the relevant product attributes, or the data may not be publicly released in time for the robo advisor to use it.

Customer data can of course be collected directly from customers as part of providing the robo advice to consumers. But that can be burdensome for the customers, and they may not in fact possess, or have easy access to, the data that the robo advisor needs (e.g. medical utilization records needed for a health insurance robo advisor, detailed income or expense records needed
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\(^{70}\) The easy access to comprehensive, public securities data may be the reason that investment robo advisors are more developed than others robo. It is interesting to note that the FINRA report does not mention access to product data, perhaps because of the assumption that member firms already have access to all of the relevant securities data. With regard to customer data, FINRA emphasizes only that for at least some kinds of investment advice it is important to obtain a full description of the customer’s portfolio. See FINRA, supra note 6 at 11.

\(^{71}\) THE CTR. FOR CONSUMER INFO. & INS. OVERSIGHT, Health Insurance Marketplace Public Use Files (Marketplace PUFs) (available at: https://www.cms.gov/cciio/resources/data-resources/marketplace-puf.html).
for a mortgage robo advisor, and detailed asset/investment records needed for an investment robo advisor. Thus, the more efficient and accurate approach in many cases would be to collect consumer data from third parties, but those third parties may not maintain the information in a format that is accessible or they may not be willing to provide the information, whether because of concerns about fraud, legal constraints on providing the data, or other reasons.

With regard to access to data, regulators should be asking three kinds of questions. First, has the robo advisor obtained access to reasonable sources of data, and are there any concerns that inability to obtain data, particularly regarding products, will bias the rankings and matching in a way that disadvantages consumers in relation to intermediaries and sellers? Second, where there are gaps in data, what are the strategies that the robo advisor considered to address those gaps, why did the robo advisor choose the strategy(ies) that it employed, and was that choice reasonable? Third, does the regulator have the authority, whether formal or informal, to increase access to data and thereby improve the quality of the robo advice?

Data quality. Even assuming the data are available, there will be significant problems regarding the completeness and accuracy of the data, particularly in the early stages of the development of robo advisors. In our interactions in and around the financial services field, we have found that there is an inverse relationship between people’s experience working with data and their expectations regarding the completeness and accuracy of data. People who work with data always expect to find problems with data; people who do not work with data tend to overestimate the completeness and accuracy of data. To the extent that regulators lack experience, they may be over-trusting of assurances from robo advisors, and less demanding of evidence that
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74 The CFPB’s recent focus on encouraging banks to provide access to personal financial management software services is encouraging, as those services are likely to be an important provide of robo advice. See CFPB, Request for Information Regarding Consumer Access to Financial Records, 81 Fed. Reg. 83806 (November 22, 2016).
the robo advisors have adequately tested the accuracy and completeness of the data and that they have developed reasonable strategies to deal with missing or obviously incorrect data. Thus, regulators need to develop the capacity to ask hard, domain-specific questions about data quality and to evaluate the responses.

3. Choice architecture.

Robo advisors typically use automated processes to communicate their advice, directly to consumers in the case of a consumer facing robo advisor or to a human intermediary in the case of more traditional automated tools. In the case of a consumer facing robo advisor there may also be the option, or even a requirement, of closing the sale with human assistance, through a call center or a chat function. In all these cases the robo advice is embodied in a ranked set of alternatives and information about those alternatives. Behavioral science research demonstrates the very large effects that choice architecture – the organization of the context in which people make decisions – can have on decisions.76 For example, the order in which options are presented, the number of options that are presented, the attributes of the options that are presented (and in which order), the framing of options (e.g., gain versus loss), all have major impacts.77 This means that the way that robo advice is presented can have a profound effect on whether and how consumers use that advice.78 Thus, as in the case of ranking or matching algorithms, there may be a role for regulators in assessing the competence and honesty of the choice architecture and the suitability of the products that it favors.

As Richard Thaler is fond of saying, salesmen have always intuitively understood the power of choice architecture.79 What we gain from systematic research on choice architecture is a vocabulary and set of assessment tools. The challenge for financial services regulators is to
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77 Id. at Table 1.

78 See, e.g. Johnson et al, supra note xx (demonstrating that pre-checking the best value plan and providing a simple demonstration of how the best plan was selected substantially increased the percentage of consumers that choose the best value plan as compared to simply showing the consumers the value of the plans).

gather and extend the domain specific research that is relevant for their purposes. The goal should be developing the capacity to evaluate whether robo advisors’ choice architecture is appropriate and does not undermine the quality of the ranking or matching algorithms. Incompetent choice architecture may lead consumers away from the best ranked products, or it may prevent them from buying altogether, for example by presenting the products in an overly complex fashion. Regulators should also be looking out for choice architectures techniques that steer consumers in a manner that benefits the intermediary notwithstanding a neutral, merits-based ranking or matching algorithm.

There is too much learning from the choice architecture research, so much of which depends on context, to meaningfully summarize it here. What we can do is to note that behavioral scientists are developing ideas about best practices that will be useful both to robo advisors and to the regulators who are learning how to assess robo advisors.\footnote{See, e.g. Implementation Guidance Regarding Executive Order 13707 (September 15, 2016) (providing best practices guidance for agencies seeking to apply behavioral science insights to federal programs).} For example, robo advisors could assist consumers by making it easy to access their personally highest ranked products in the market – even if those products are not the most profitable for the intermediary to sell or they could update consumers on a yearly basis if it would be beneficial for them to switch to a more fitting product. Robo advisors can also design ranked sets of products in a format that facilitates easy decision making and comparison by consumers and provide assistance in making a decision.\footnote{Id at p. 2, 6.} Finally, rigorous experimental testing is an important best practice; and that testing provides a record that could be made available for regulators to review in order to assess whether the robo advisors have engaged in a meaningful and empirically informed choice architecture effort.

Experimental testing (and verification that the testing occurred and that the choice architecture that is best for consumers was implemented) is easiest to do when the choice environment is fully automated.\footnote{Hauser, John R., Glen L. Urban, Guilherme Liberali, and Michael Braun. Website morphing. 28 Marketing Science 202 (2009).} To our knowledge there has not yet been research on “hybrid robo” environments, such as (a) a consumer financial product intermediary that uses robo advisors behind the scenes and humans to interact with customers, or (b) a web-based
intermediary that encourages or requires customers to make a phone call or use the chat function to ask questions and close the deal. Our intuition is that the human/machine handoff provides significant opportunities to take advantage of consumers, for example through a “bait and switch” in which the offers additional options or points out features that were not emphasized in the robo advice. To evaluate these risks, regulators could require the intermediary to track the robo advice that was provided in each case and the products that the consumer purchased so that the regulator could evaluate whether there are any systematic patterns to the cases in which the consumers didn’t follow the robo advice and, if so, require the intermediary to explain those patterns and, possibly, demonstrate that the patterns are in the consumers’ best interests. The intermediary should already be collecting and analyzing that information for its own purposes. Thus, requiring that information should not impose an unreasonable burden.

Of note, the 2016 FINRA report that is so noteworthy in relation to the identification of effective practices regarding algorithms and, to a lesser extent, customer data, is silent on the topic of choice architecture. Especially because of the consumer exploitation risks in the machine/human interface, that is an unfortunate missing dimension in an otherwise forward-thinking report.

**4. Information technology infrastructure.**

Assessing the security and stability of information technology architecture is an increasingly important aspect of financial services regulation that extends well beyond robo advisors. Financial services regulators already appear to recognize the need to enhance their capacities in this area, and the technical aspects of this lie far from our comparative advantage. Accordingly, we will not address this topic further, other than to offer two related observations. First, IT infrastructure requirements that are too demanding could serve as barriers to entry for innovative new enterprises. Second, regulators could address this concern by developing a strategy for new market entrants that increases the level of scrutiny along with the scale of the enterprise, and they might consider forgoing such scrutiny altogether for early stage robo
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83 See FINRA, supra note 6. Perhaps for this reason the September 2016 BlackRock white paper on digital investment advice does not address choice architecture, either. See BlackRock, supra note 6.
84 See, e.g. New York Dep’t of Financial Services, supra note 6; BlackRock, supra note 6.
85 See, e.g., New York Dep’t of Financial Services, supra note
advisors, and those with small market share, that only sell their services to businesses that have significant incentive to ensure that the IT infrastructure will be adequate.86

**B. Scale and the concept of a regulatory trajectory.**

At a general level, the benefits of closer regulation of consumer financial product advice depend on the amount of harm that the advice could cause to consumers. The amount of this harm is a function of three factors: (1) the number of consumers affected by the potentially harmful action; (2) the probability of the harmful action occurring in the market, and (3) the severity of the consequence of the harmful action to the consumer. When more consumers are affected, when the harmful action is easy to introduce into the market, and when the severity of harm from the action is high, the need for regulation is greater.

All three factors have the potential to increase along with the market share of robo advisors. First, a successful robo-advisor has the capacity to reach many more consumers than any single human advisor. Second, as the market share of robo advisors increases, there will be greater opportunities for robo-advisors to fail. Third, because robo-advisors may in the future give more comprehensive and detailed advice than any single human advisor (e.g., based on more advanced personalized projections of future income streams or spending patterns and considering a broader portfolio of financial products), the potential harmful consequences of the robo-advice to the individual consumer may be larger than that of a human advisor who operates within a narrower domain. Fourth, if one robo advisor gains truly massive market share, or if the models underlying competing robo advisors are sufficiently alike, there is a risk of highly correlated losses that could even pose systemic risk.87 Finally, as robo advisors gain scale, there may be collective action problems as the robo advisors provide ranking and matching services that are individually rational, but collectively irrational.

---


To further illustrate this line of reasoning, consider the impact of Google (or Yelp) on tourists’ search for a restaurant in a new town as compared to the traditional approach of asking the hotel concierge for a restaurant recommendation. Google’s scale compared to the concierge is tremendous. It provides access to restaurant information to all tourists in all towns, and it is easily accessible to everyone. If it gives systematically bad restaurant advice, the impact will be much greater than bad advice given by any individual concierge. Even if the advice given by hotel concierges is on average just as bad, the advice given by many individual concierges would be bad in many different ways. Of course, the consequences of providing poor restaurant advice even on a large scale seem sufficiently small that regulating Google’s or Yelp’s restaurant reviews seems unlikely to be necessary. But the consequences of poor financial advice can be severe even in an individual instance, and potentially catastrophic on a large scale.

The potential collective action problems are more difficult to predict. One potential example relates to a familiar problem in machine learning: the trade-off between exploitation and exploration in learning algorithms.88 If an algorithm is to learn, it must sometimes make a choice that is less than optimal, based on current information. It must explore, rather than exploit. In other words, it can’t be greedy. Yet, when the algorithm is part of a robo advisor, each individual consumer would prefer that the algorithm be greedy, just as each individual user of Waze would prefer that Waze provide the shortest route based on known information, and not send the user on an exploratory route.

Continuing to use Waze as an analogy, there is a second potential collective action problem that results from the game theoretic nature of driving. My travel time is a function not only of the distance between point A and point B but also who else is on the road, and I can only control my own driving. If Waze employes an individually greedy rational (greedy) algorithm, it will always give me the best route in light of what everyone else is doing (which it could even know if everyone else is using Waze, so this is not an information problem like the exploration/exploitation tradeoff). As the famous Braess’s paradox shows, individually rational
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driving behavior can lead to slower traffic overall, as everyone competes for the best route.\textsuperscript{89} Widespread adoption of a greedy Waze program could lead to longer drives for everyone. There are solutions, but those solutions require Waze to be collectively greedy, which means less greedy for some drivers than others. Algorithms that favor some people over others should of course raise red flags. Financial services also have a game theoretic structure. The cost of my insurance is a function not only of my risk but of the risk of the other people in my pool. The cost of my credit is a function not only of my credit risk but also the credit risk of the other people who are in my pool. And the returns on my portfolio depend not only on the underlying businesses whose shares and bonds are in the portfolio but also the investing behavior of other people. At sufficient scale, robo advice can shape insurance and credit pools and even move investment markets. The tsunami of index investing that is currently reshaping the mutual fund industry can be thought of as the result of a distributed kind of primitive robo-advice in which algorithms supplant individual fund managers. There is surely much more to come.

At this point, all such risk assessments can only be conceptual and speculative. Since robo-advice is still not widely adopted in the market, the current lack of more broad based regulatory capacity seems unlikely to have done much harm – yet.\textsuperscript{90} The time has come for the financial services authorities to develop the capacity to engage in a more systematic risk assessment.

Thus, going forward, it makes most sense to think of financial services regulation following a dynamic regulatory trajectory. The first step is gathering information to assess what capacities the agencies need to develop, as some regulators have begun to do.\textsuperscript{91} One useful model for this step is the market review commonly undertaken by the Financial Conduct Authority in the U.K. as an early step in their regulatory process.\textsuperscript{92} For example, the FCA conducted a broad Financial Advice Market Review that produced a final report in March 2016

\textsuperscript{89} Braess’s paradox demonstrates mathematically how the introduction of a new, hyperfast link between two points can paradoxically reduce the mean driving time, despite the introduction of new road capacity.

\textsuperscript{90} Note that, although we are not proposing application of the precautionary principle here (because the small market share of robo advisors reduces the concerns), we expect that other commentators may do so. Cf., Cass R. Sunstein, \textit{Beyond the Precautionary Principle}, 151 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1003 (2003) (noting the strength of the precautionary principle “in legal systems all over the world”).

\textsuperscript{91} See, e.g. FINRA, \textit{supra} note 6; New York Dep’t of Financial Services; SEC, \textit{supra} note xx

\textsuperscript{92} See, e.g., FCA Market Review on add-on insurance.
that addressed automated financial advice as a potential solution to the problem of a lack of broad access to financial advice.93 While that report did not address the kinds of regulatory challenges that we have identified, automated advice was not the central focus of the review. Now that automated financial advice has received such positive attention, the logical next step for the FCA and other regulators is to consider the challenges involved in ensuring that automated advice lives up to its potential.

After the market review and associated assessment of regulatory capacity, the next step is developing the necessary regulatory capacities. In that regard, regulatory authorities will not be starting from ground zero, as the large financial services organizations that are purchasing robo advice services are already developing methods for assessing the quality of those services.94 Thus, the regulatory agencies will simply need to address a “make or buy” decision about the necessary expertise.

Only then will regulators be equipped to formulate a strategy that addresses the challenges involved in adapting to the scale and consequences of robo-advice in the market in a manner that promotes both effective innovation, on the one hand, and honest and competent robo-advisors in the market, on the other. We predict that, over time, financial services regulators will take an increasingly strict approach toward safeguarding the competence and honesty of robo advisors and the suitability of their advice, but we are also hopeful that much of this oversight can itself be accomplished on an automated basis and, as we discuss next, that it will reflect and encourage the current dynamism in the broader financial technology market. Of course these are broad generalizations. That is all that is possible before engaging in the kind of systematic, interdisciplinary review that will take regulatory authorities significant resources to carry out.

### III. Beyond Honesty and Basic Competence

Both robo advisor technology and the regulatory environment have some ways to go before robo advisors begin to reach their potential of delivering high quality advice to a mass

---

93 See FCA, supra note xx
94 See FINRA, supra note xx (identifying best practices that assume the availability of services to evaluate the competence and honesty of digital investment advisors).
consumer market across the broad range of financial services.\(^95\) Nevertheless, it is not too early to begin thinking about what comes next. For that purpose, it is useful to assume that regulators will develop the capacity to confirm that robo advisors in fact do what their owners say, based on access to data of adequate quality, and that regulators will gain the authority and will to kick out of the market robo advisors who cannot or will not prove what they can do to the regulators’ reasonable satisfaction.\(^96\) If so, that means that in the very near future consumers will have access to well-designed robo advisors that honestly and competently recommend suitable financial products for consumers across the entire spectrum of financial products, employing appropriate choice architecture and reliable IT infrastructure.

If we assume this basic competence and honesty for the moment, we can look ahead to other challenges and opportunities. In this concluding section we will sketch one such challenge and two opportunities. The challenge is fostering a market in which an evolving diversity of robo advisors and consumer financial product intermediaries compete based on the measurable quality of their advice and related services for consumers. The opportunities are a leap forward in the ability to hold consumer financial product intermediaries accountable and a new approach to consumer financial product regulation that fosters more diversity in the forms and features of consumer financial products to better match the heterogeneity of consumers.

**The challenge.** While some regulatory oversight of the core components of robo advisors seems necessary to ensure basic competence and honesty, there is a risk that regulatory oversight will be watered down in the face of pressure by powerful financial services enterprises that have thrived in the past.\(^97\) In addition, regulatory oversight poses the risk of discouraging innovation

---

97 See BARR, JACKSON, THAHYER *supra* note xx at xx(noting objections to adopting the fiduciary standard for all investment advisors, including traditional stock brokers, on the grounds that trying to apply that standard to stock brokers will water down the standard rather than improve consumer protection.).
by serving as a barrier to entry into the market for robo advisors. Moreover, as regulators develop preferences about robo advisor design, and as regulated entities come to understand those preferences, oversight may lead to a model convergence that increases the risk of catastrophic failure.98

To counter these risks, we propose that, in addition to their oversight activities, regulatory agencies also develop contests of contests, in which the agencies provide substantial cash prizes to organizations that develop contests in which robo advisors compete based on measurable difference in quality of their components – especially the ranking and matching algorithms, choice architecture, and data access and efficiency – as well as their overall performance. A contest of contests promotes a diversity of ways of measuring success and innovation in measuring success. That diversity and innovation in measuring success should in turn promote diversity among and innovation by robo advisors and, because the contests will themselves change over time, there will be less risk that all robo advisors will be tuned to any single way of measuring success.

The accountability opportunity. The automated nature of robo advisors means that the inputs and outputs of the robo advice, the algorithms, and much of the choice architecture exists and can be stored in digital form, and, thus, can be analyzed using digital tools. Indeed, it should be possible to store the customer and product inputs, advice algorithm, choice interface, market conditions, and outcome for every individual customer interaction and to link all of the interactions of the firm with that customer over time, creating the robo advisor analog to the “black boxes” proposed for self-driving cars.99

Whether financial services regulators presently have the legal authority to require firms to retain these data and make them available for analysis is a domain-specific legal question that lies beyond the scope of our analysis.100 Our point here is that these data could lead to a leap

98 See FCA, supra note xx (noting the concern that robo advisors may stop innovating if the government becomes too actively involved, but not making the point about catastrophic risk).
100 The transparency complications raised by the use of machine learning algorithms is also outside the scope of our analysis for two reasons. First, our understanding is that machine learning algorithms are not presently used by robo advisors to any significant extent. Moreover, the issues are presently under close investigation in relation to the government’s use of machine learning algorithms. See, e.g., Coglianese, supra note xx. Financial services
forward in our ability to hold consumer product intermediaries accountable for providing misleading, incomplete or otherwise inadequate advice. Continuing with the self-driving car analogy, these data would provide a record for analysis if the consumer has an “accident” – meaning in this context that the consumer suffers a financial misfortune related to a consumer financial product – making it possible to evaluate the role of the intermediary and to determine whether to hold the intermediary accountable in some way.

_The diversity opportunity._ From a consumer protection standpoint, the history of financial services innovation has not been kind to advocates of complexity and choice. Across all three of the major financial services sectors, consumer product intermediaries have used complexity and choice to take advantage of consumers, particularly those who are less sophisticated. The days are gone in which policymakers believe that a minority of well-informed and careful shoppers – Thaler and Sunstein’s “Econs” – can make a market fair when that market is structured to exploit fallible humans. In response, consumer protection advocates have called for a return to “plain vanilla” financial products. This is not because they believe that vanilla is best for everyone, but rather because the evidence shows that choice and complexity lead to exploitation and regressive cross subsidies. They believe, with some reason, that vanilla (perhaps plus chocolate, and maybe even strawberry, but definitely not raspberry coconut fudge) is good enough for most people.

---

101 See, e.g., recent NYT stories about annuities in teacher pension plans; Burlingame & Jackson supra note xx (on yield spread premiums and steering).

102 See, e.g., Tom Baker and Peter Siegelman, “You Want Insurance with That?” Using Behavioral Economics to Protect Consumers from Add-On Insurance Products, 20 CONN. INS. L. J. 1 (2013) (reviewing prior economic literature and summarizing behavioral economics research demonstrating that a small number of informed shoppers cannot prevent sellers from taking advantage of others).

103 See, e.g. Michael S. Barr et al., New Am. Found., Behaviorally Informed Financial Services Regulation, 1, 9-10 (2008), available at: http://repository.law.umich.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1028&context=other (suggesting that a plain vanilla set of default mortgages would be easier to compare across mortgage offers); Elizabeth Warren, Three Myths about the Consumer Financial Product Agency, Baseline Scenario (July 21, 2009, 6:00 AM), http://baselinescenario.com/2009/07/21/three-myths-about-the-consumer-financial-product-agency (noting that the promotion of “plain vanilla” contracts is CFPA’s real regulatory break-through).

104 Michael S. Barr et al., Behaviorally Informed Home Mortgage Credit Regulation, Harv. Univ. Joint Ctr. for Hous. Stud. 20 (2008), available at: (noting that market in some case would like to exploit or exaggerate consumer fallibility).

105 Warren, supra note xx (noting that “vanilla plain” contracts would meet the needs of about 95% customers).
Once consumers have – and use – easy access to robo advisors, that analysis could well change. A good robo advisor gives an unsophisticated consumer more processing power than even the most sophisticated consumer working on her own. That could lead to a fundamental shift in regulatory strategy: from regulating the content of consumer financial products to (a) facilitating access to the data needed to make robo advisors work and (b) taking appropriate measures to verify the quality of the robo advisors and the public access to them. This is a disclosure-based regulatory strategy with a twist: electronic disclosure of product attributes to robo advisors; an easy procedure for consumers to authorize electronic disclosure to robo advisors of their own relevant financial or other relevant data; and disclosure by robo advisors to the appropriate regulatory body of the data needed to verify their competence and honesty.

* * * *

Our goal in this Essay has been to open a discussion within legal and financial services scholarship that invites the participation of those with expertise in other relevant disciplines. In keeping with this goal, we have raised more questions than we have answered, and we have barely sketched the outlines of even the best of our ideas. But that is appropriate at this stage of the regulatory trajectory.

As robo advisors grow in scale, protecting the integrity of financial markets will require the kind of cross disciplinary cooperation that regularly occurs in the domains of health and environmental regulation. The lawyers, economists, and behavioral scientists already involved in financial services regulation will need to understand enough about computer and data science to craft and apply new regulatory strategies; and the computer and data scientists at the forefront of the innovation will need to understand enough about legal structures and ways of thinking to help make the new regulatory strategies sensible.